
CONNECT ● INSPIRE ● MOTIVATE ● TRANSFORM



Dr. David Inniss is a  seasoned servant 
leader with over 18 years in Tech, 
management consulting  and nonprofit 
executive leadership.  He has trained 
leaders and helped organizations 
overcome obstacles across the country.

EDUCATIONAL BACKGROUND
Bachelor of Science, Computer Science 
from United States Military Academy 
(WestPoint)

Masters in Business Administration 
from California State University, 
Sacramento

Doctor of Education, Educational 
Leadership & Management 
(concentration in Human Resource 
Development), from Drexel University

Dedicated to helping organizations become…
More competitive

More innovative

More sustainable

Speaker Author Trainer Father

David works with corporations, non-profits, K-12 schools, higher 
education institutions, government agencies and anyone 
interested in enhancing organizational productivity.  He guides 
organizations on enhancing their effectiveness by better 
leveraging human capital, focusing on organizational culture and 
developing organizational resiliency.  He specializes in addressing 
issues related to diversity, inclusion and equity and how the 
presence or absence of these contributes to overall performance.

www.innissense.com
info@innissense.com

How Can David’s Presentations Benefit YOU? 

For Participants: David delivers energy-filled sessions that help 
individuals uncover belief systems and develop 

healthier patterns in their relationships. 
Attendees always leave enlightened and inspired 
to spearhead positive changes in their homes, 

workplaces and wherever they have influence.

For Organizational Leaders: David is an expert communicator and a 
dynamic speaker.  He engages audiences with his energetic delivery style 
You can count on his keynotes, presentations and workshops being   

thoroughly researched as he always has absolute command of the 
subject matter. His thought-provoking perspectives challenge 

negative organizational norms and sets the ball rolling on 
effectively scaling excellence in organizations.

For Organizations: David’s workshops empower teams to maximize their 
effectiveness by utilizing the right mix of human capital, technology and 
leadership. 

David is an inspiration. 

His message runs deep 

for people like me.  

He connects with his 

audience, ensuring 

that  we are all uplifted 

and empowered to 

create change!
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• Building Your Personal Brand
• 360 Degree Leadership
• Communication for Leaders
• Own Your Time – From Manager to Owner
• Time Ownership – Putting Your Time Where Your Values Are
• P4 – Powerful Public Speaking
• Flex Your Muscle – The Power of Effective Networking
• Leadership, Sustainability & Collaboration – A Leadership Agenda for Early 

Care & Education Professionals
• Collaborative Leadership – Building On A Foundation of Self Awareness

Product Management & Development
• Building a winning product team
• Processes that work
• Implementing an Associate Product Manager Program

Diversity, Equity & Inclusion
• Intention versus Impact – The Scoop on Microaggressions
• Privilege, Microaggressions and Racial Healing
• Lens, Labels & Leadership – From Bias to Racial Healing

Resiliency
• Dealing With Disappointment – Steps for Building Resilient Qualities

www.innissense.com
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All titles listed are sample workshops/presentations conducted for previous clients.  
All workshops/keynotes are customized to meet your organization’s unique needs.



David Inniss is a Class of ‘99 grad of the United States Military Academy at WestPoint, 
where he graduated as a Distinguished Cadet. He holds a Master’s in Business 
Administration from California State University, Sacramento and a Doctorate 
in Education Leadership and Management with a concentration in Human Resource 
Development from Drexel University.  He lives by the personal mantra "Pave the Way, 
Bridge Gaps and Serve Others”—a motto that embodies the notions of leadership, 
relationship building, civic responsibility and ownership of one’s legacy.

Who Is…

David is currently a founder and Lead Imaginer with UNYSUN Inc. and serves as a 
professor at William Jessup University in Northern California. Throughout his 18-year 
career as a leader in the Technology industry, and his experiences as a consultant and 
entrepreneur, David has had a passion for understanding how organizations can best 
leverage their human capital to boost productivity and enhance culture.  This passion 
has guided him toward issues of diversity, equity and inclusion.  He has facilitated 
several comprehensive workshops and keynotes espousing practical guidelines to 
embracing these in today’s organizations. 

As an avid researcher, David studies, writes about and speaks on issues related to 
fatherhood and masculinity. He specifically explores the holistic impact of 
fatherlessness and provides bold solutions for halting its generational perpetuation. 
This inspired him to write the book “Being the Dad I Never Had: Lifelong Lessons for 
Fathering After Fatherlessness”.
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Dr. David Inniss is the right speaker with the right message and the right energy 
who can make your next event one for the ages. Let David bring your event to

life with his engaging delivery and 
topical style. Your audience will 
walk away informed and 
inspired.

Email us

info@innissense.com
Call us

(707) 733-3393
Visit us

www.innissense.com
Follow us

@innissense


